

In this email, Alberto Pantoja tries to force my agreement with his restrictive (and unethical, by journal standards) policies concerning technician authorship. At no time before, during, or after the meeting did I ever agree to these policies. 


Alberto Pantoja's statement is false, since 
I never agreed to the following policies. 












1.   That I have not disapproved any of your manuscripts. Since I needed
clarification on authors, I returned the file to Juli. The package was
returned to your mail box for clarification.

2.   In the past, I have allowed technicians in the Unit to be co-authors in
manuscripts and abstracts. At the end of June 2009, an SY from our
Unit elevated to PWA a request to add a technician as co-author in a
manuscript. As a consequence of that interaction, PWA brought to my
attention the PWA Delegation of Authority Memo (PWA-DAM) and the
need to adhere to it and P&P152.2.

3.   On July 1, 2009, I emailed all SY’s in the Unit the procedure to follow
when approval of authorship by the Area Director is required. 
Adherence to the P&P and the PWA-DAM prevents SY’s from directing
technicians to conduct work outside their position description.

4.   Since you have certified that all authors listed in the above manuscripts
have participated and met the authorship requirements before the
PWA-DAM memo was circulated in the Unit, this can be considered a
special circumstance.

5.   The academic degree of the technician(s) is not a factor in considering
authorship; the authorship requirements are defined in P&P 152.2.

6.   On this occasion and under the special circumstances described above,
I will approve the referred 5 manuscripts for ARIS entry with the
understanding that P&P152.2 Authorship of Research and Technical
Reports and Publications and the PWA Delegation of Authority Memo
will be followed for all future documents where authorship is involved.

 
Please acknowledge receiving this memo.
 
alberto

___________________________________

Alberto Pantoja, Ph.D.
Research Leader/Location Coordinator
United States Department of Agriculture
Agricultural Research Service
Subarctic Agricultural Research Unit
362 O'Neill Building, UAF
905 Koyukuk Drive
P. O. Box 757200
Fairbanks, Alaska 99775
Tel 907 - 474 - 7536
Fax 907- 474 - 7527, 907- 474 - 6521











I acknowledged receiving the memo even though I did not agree with these new restrictive (and unethical) practices that he wanted to establish within the unit. 









Cellular 907 - 978 - 2204
Email: Alberto.Pantoja@ars.usda.gov
 
 http://www.ars.usda.gov/pandp/locations/locations.htm?modecode=53-41-00-00
 
Secretary: Juli Philibert Ph. 907 - 474 – 1806; juli.philibert@ars.usda.gov
Adm. Officer: Janis S. Contento Ph. 907 - 474 – 6516;
janis.contento@ars.usda.gov
Financial Techician: Jill Johnson; (907) 474-1899; jill.johnson@ars.usda.gov
 
This email is confidential and may contain privileged information. If you are
not the intended recipient or receive it in error, you may not use, distribute,
disclose or copy any of it, and you must immediately notify and return it to
alberto.pantoja@ars.usda.gov
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